A parameter Ustar (U*), which is independent of stress or strain, was previously developed by the authors to express load transfer. The connectivity between the loading point and an arbitrary point is represented by U*. The most serious problem encountered while calculating U* using FEM is the high computation time required. For a large-scale model, computation would take several weeks even if a supercomputer is used. To overcome this difficulty, we had previously developed the inspection loading algorithm, which is adopted to several available programs (e.g., Nastran U*Toolkit). However, the previous algorithm is not applicable to structures that have slidable supports due to the complexity of the stiffness modeling contraction. In the present study, the stiffness modeling was exchanged and a new algorithm was introduced. The basic equation was extended to include the previous equation. The computation time reduction is over 90 percent. In usual FEM calculations considering the slidable ends, it is easy to obtain results by removing the degree-of-freedom of the stiffness matrix. Our goal is not there. The purpose of the present study is to develop a fast U* calculation algorithm that can avoid a huge number of iterative FEM calculations. In an actual calculation involving a passenger car body, the results obtained by the new algorithm coincided with the accurate values.
(a) Maximum principal stress (absolute value) distribution is shown for the rear part of a passenger car body. Upward loading is applied from the rear suspension. In the red circle, the high stress value is observed. It is irrational and misleading to conclude that a sharp corner is effective for the load transfer.
(b) Under the same condition, U* distribution is depicted overcoming the abovementioned problems of high stress value at the corner. However, in general, the stress distribution and the U * distribution show a tendency relatively close. (a) In a passenger car body, lateral force is applied at Point A, and the structure is supported at B. Point E can slide on the horizontal surface, that is, it is free in two directions. An arbitrary point is denoted as C. (b) When a railway train is subjected to a frontal load at A, a bogie pivot E can slide in one direction. 
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と書ける．式(26)を用いれば，式(21)で導いた U*は 1 1
と表示できる．この式は式 (3) A vehicle body rolls because of abrupt steering during cornering. Force R is applied to the body structure at the top of the suspension strut tower. The vehicle body is equipped with the suspension strut that has an inclined angle, which produces an inside component F of force R. Higher body stiffness against F is required for vehicle handling stability.
